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A Classical Education
The Stuff You Wish You'd Been Taught At School
Caroline Taggart

Description
How many times have you wished that your history stretched all the way back to Greek
and Roman myths and legends? Or that you'd been taught Latin at school? Or perhaps
you wish you knew all about the great inventions and medical developments that have
made our world what it is today? A Classical Education provides all of these classical facts
that modern schooling leaves out and many more. Perfect for parents who wish to teach
their children and for those who would like to learn or relearn the facts themselves, A
Classical Education is informative and educational, but above all accessible. It includes:
Latin and Greek; Logic and philosophy; Natural sciences; Art and architecture; Poetry and
drama; History and C lassical literature.
Also including suggestions for further reading and entertaining tit-bits of information on
the classics, A Classical Education is a must for anyone feeling let down by modern
schooling.

Sales Points
For anyone who has ever felt that their education was lacking the richness and variety
of the good old days, A Classical Education contains everything you wish you knew in
an easily digestible form
Covering all the main subjects, from C lassical literature and history to philosophy,
astrology, the C lassical languages, arithmetic and art and architecture via geometry
This paperback edition follows on from the successful hardback edition, which has sold
over 58,000 copies to date

Reviews
'See if you can tell your Tantalus from your Tacitus!' - The Daily Telegraph
'This book aims to fill you in on the stuff you wish you'd been taught at school' - The
Times

Author Biography
Caroline Taggart is the bestselling author of I Used to Know That and, in the same series,
A Classical Education and An Apple a Day. She also co-wrote My Grammar and I (or
should that be 'Me'?). Her other books include Her Ladyship's Guide to the Queen's
English, The Book of English Place Names and The Book of London Place Names. 

She also appears frequently on radio and TV giving her opinion on such subjects as
whether or not there should be an apostrophe in Druids C ross and, if so, where it should
go.
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